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The likelihood that anyone outside a war zone will be killed by an
Islamist extremist terrorist is extremely small. In the United States, for
example, some six people have perished each year since 9/11 at the
hands of such terrorists—vastly smaller than the number of people
who die in bathtub drownings. Some argue, however, that the incidence of terrorist destruction is low because counterterrorism measures are so eﬀective. They also contend that terrorism may well
become more frequent and destructive in the future as terrorists
plot and plan and learn from experience, and that terrorism, unlike
bathtubs, provides no beneﬁt and exacts costs far beyond those in
the event itself by damagingly sowing fear and anxiety and by
requiring policy makers to adopt countermeasures that are costly
and excessive. This article ﬁnds these arguments to be wanting. In
the process, it concludes that terrorism is rare outside war zones
because, to a substantial degree, terrorists don’t exist there. In general, as with rare diseases that kill few, it makes more policy sense to
expend limited funds on hazards that inﬂict far more damage. It also
discusses the issue of risk communication for this hazard.
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The likelihood that anyone outside a war zone will be killed by an Islamist extremist
terrorist is extremely small. In the United States, for example, some six people have
perished each year since 9/11 at the hands of such terrorists—for an annual fatality rate
of about one in 50 million for the period.
This might be taken to suggest, as one writer has characterized it, that “terrorism is
such a minor threat to American life and limb that it’s simply bizarre—just stupefyingly
irrational and intellectually unserious—to suppose that it could even begin to justify the
abolition of privacy rights as they have been traditionally understood in favour of the
installation of a panoptic surveillance state.”1 And terrorism specialist Marc Sageman
characterizes the threat terrorists present in the United States as “rather negligible.”2 The
vast majority of what is commonly tallied as terrorism has occurred in war zones, and this
is especially true for fatalities.3 But even this has been exaggerated by conﬂating terrorism
with war: civil war violence that would previously have been seen to be acts of insurgency
are now often labeled terrorism.4
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In order to put the numbers in some context, it has often been pointed out that far
more Americans are killed each year not only by such highly destructive hazards as drug
overdoses or automobile accidents, but even by such comparatively minor ones as lightning, accident-causing deer, peanut allergies, or drowning in bathtubs. Some comparisons
are arrayed in Table 1.
In recent years, however, critics have attacked what they call “the bathtub fallacy.”5
First, they stress that it is important to keep in mind that bathtubs are not out to kill
you while terrorism is a willful act carried out by diabolical, dedicated, and clever human
beings. Thus, although the number of people Islamist terrorists have been able to kill in
the West since 9/11 has thus far been quite limited, those terrorists, as they plot and plan
and learn from experience, may very well become far more destructive in the future.
Second, the critics charge that the comparison of terrorism with bathtub drownings is
incomplete in that it doesn’t consider the possibility that the incidence of terrorist
destruction is low precisely because counterterrorism measures are so eﬀective.
Third, it is argued that, unlike bathtub drownings, terrorism exacts costs far beyond those
entailed in the event itself. It damagingly sows terror, fear, and anxiety; disturbs our
Table 1. Annual fatality risks.
Hazard
Cancers
All accidents
Drug overdose
Traﬃc accidents
Homicide
Terrorism
Industrial accidents
Terrorism
Natural disasters
Drowning in bathtub
Terrorism
Home appliances
Deer accidents
Tornadoes
Terrorism
Terrorism
Terrorism
Terrorism
Peanut allergies
Terrorism
Terrorism
Terrorism

Territory
US
US
US
US
US
Northern
Ireland
US
US
US
US
UK
US
US
US
Western
Europe
US
Canada
France
US
Great Britain
Australia
Western
Europe
US
US

Lightning
Mass public shootings
(not terrorism related)
Terrorism
UK
Terrorism
US

Period
2015
2014
2015
2014
2014
1970–2015

Total fatalities for the
period
589,000
136,000
52,404
33,736
15,809
1,759

Annual
Fatalities
589,000
136,000
52,404
33,736
15,809
38

Annual fatality
risk
1 in 545
1 in 2,350
1 in 6,100
1 in 9,500
1 in 20,000
1 in 52,000

2014
2001
1999–2008
2011
1970–2016
yearly avg
2012
2008–2017
1970–2016

4,821
2,982
6,294
431
2,198
200
200
1,004
5,228

4,821
2,982
630
431
47
200
200
100
111

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

66,000
101,000
480,000
725,000
1,300,000
1,600,000
1,600,000
3,100,000
3,500,000

1970–2016
1970–2016
2002–2016
yearly avg
1970–2016
1970–2016
2002–2016

3,463
341
251
50–100
439
120
694

74
7
17
50–100
9
2.5
46

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

4,000,000
4,400,000
5,700,000
6,000,000
6,200,000
8,000,000
9,000,000

2006–2015
1999–2013

314
433

31
29

1 in 9,800,000
1 in 10,000,000

2002–2016
2002–2016

79
117

5
8

1 in 11,800,000
1 in 39,000,000

Source: Terrorism fatalities are taken from Global Terrorism Database (GTD 2015). It contains country-by-country information for
more than 150,000 terrorist incidents from all sources (not just Islamist ones) that took place throughout the world between
1970 and 2015. Fatality data are based on GTD terrorist incidents that satisﬁed the following criteria: the act must be aimed at
attaining a political, economic, religious, or social goal; there must be evidence of an intention to coerce, intimidate, or convey
some other message to a larger audience (or audiences) than the immediate victims; the action must be outside the context of
legitimate warfare activities; and there is essentially no doubt as to whether the incident is an act of terrorism. Terrorist
incidents that did not satisfy these criteria were ﬁltered out. We also added major attacks from 2016.
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psychological well-being; undermines trust and openness within the society; and reduces our
sense of intrinsic moral worth even as it increases a sense of helplessness.
They maintain, fourth, that the comparison is invalid because, unlike terrorism, bathtubs provide beneﬁt.
And ﬁnally, they contend that terrorism costs are peculiarly high, particularly in a
democratic society, because the fears it generates will necessarily need to be serviced by
policy makers, and this pressure forces, or inspires, them to adopt countermeasures, both
foreign and domestic, that are costly and sometimes even excessive.
In this article, we examine these ﬁve propositions and ﬁnd all of them to be wanting. In
the process, we conclude that terrorism is rare outside war zones because, to a substantial
degree, terrorists don’t exist there. In general, as with rare diseases that kill few, it makes
more policy sense to expend limited funds on hazards that inﬂict far more damage.

Terrorism is willed and may well become more destructive
Journalist Jeﬀrey Goldberg has suggested that “the fear of terrorism isn’t motivated solely
by what terrorists have done, but what terrorists hope to do.” Bathtubs are simply not
“engaged in a conspiracy with other bathtubs to murder ever-larger numbers of
Americans.” However, terrorists “in the Islamist orbit,” he insists, “seek unconventional
weapons that would allow them to kill a far-larger number of Americans than died on
Sept. 11.”6 Or as Janan Ganesh of the Financial Times puts it, “Bathroom deaths could
multiply by 50 without a threat to civil order. The incidence of terror could not.”7
Thus far, 9/11 stands out as an extreme outlier: scarcely any terrorist act, before or
after, in war zones or outside them, has inﬂicted even one-tenth as much total
destruction. That is, contrary to common expectations, the attack has thus far been
an aberration, not a harbinger.8 And al-Qaeda central, the group responsible for the
attack, has, in some respects at least, proved to resemble President John Kennedy’s
assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald—an entity of almost trivial proportions that got horribly
lucky once. The tiny group of perhaps 100 or so does appear to have served as
something of an inspiration to some Muslim extremists. They may have done some
training, may have contributed a bit to the Taliban’s far larger insurgency in
Afghanistan, and may have participated in a few terrorist acts in Pakistan. In his
examination of the major terrorist plots against the West since 9/11, Mitchell Silber
ﬁnds only two—the shoe bomber attempt of 2001 and the eﬀort to blow up transatlantic airliners with liquid bombs in 2006—that could be said to be under the
“command and control” of al-Qaeda central (as opposed to ones suggested, endorsed,
or inspired by the organization), and there are questions about how full its control was
even in these two instances, both of which, as it happens, failed miserably.9 And,
although some al-Qaeda aﬃliates have committed substantial damage in the Middle
East, usually in the context of civil wars, their eﬀorts to carry out terrorism in the West
have been rare and completely ineﬀective.10 Even under siege, it is diﬃcult to see why
al-Qaeda could not have carried out attacks at least as costly and shocking as the
shooting rampages (organized by other groups) that took place in Mumbai in 2008 or
at a shopping center in Kenya in 2013. Neither took huge resources, presented major
logistical challenges, required the organization of a large number of perpetrators, or
needed extensive planning.
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However, there is of course no guarantee that things will remain that way, and the 9/11
attacks inspired the remarkable extrapolation that, because the terrorists were successful
with box cutters, they might soon be able to turn out weapons of mass destruction—
particularly nuclear ones—and then detonate them in an American city. For example, in
his inﬂuential 2004 book, Nuclear Terrorism, Harvard’s Graham Allison relayed his
“considered judgment” that “on the current path, a nuclear terrorist attack on America
in the decade ahead is more likely than not.”11 Allison has had a great deal of company in
his alarming pronouncements. In 2007, the distinguished physicist Richard Garwin put
the likelihood of a nuclear explosion on an American or European city by terrorist or
other means at 20 percent per year, which would work out to 91 percent over the elevenyear period to 2018.12
Allison’s time is up, and so is Garwin’s. These oft-repeated warnings have proven to be
empty. And it is important to point out that not only have terrorists failed to go nuclear,
but as William Langewiesche, who has assessed the process in detail, put it in 2007, “The
best information is that no one has gotten anywhere near this. I mean, if you look carefully
and practically at this process, you see that it is an enormous undertaking full of risks for
the would-be terrorists.”13 That process requires trusting corrupted foreign collaborators
and other criminals, obtaining and transporting highly guarded material, setting up a
machine shop staﬀed with top scientists and technicians, and rolling the heavy, cumbersome, and untested ﬁnished product into position to be detonated by a skilled crew, all the
while attracting no attention from outsiders.
Nor have terrorist groups been able to steal existing nuclear weapons—characteristically burdened with multiple safety devices and often stored in pieces at separate secure
locales—from existing arsenals as was once much feared. And they certainly have not been
able to cajole leaders in nuclear states to palm one oﬀ to them—though a war inﬂicting
more death than Hiroshima and Nagasaki combined was launched against Iraq in 2003 in
major part under the spell of fantasies about such a handover.14
More generally, the actual terrorist “adversaries” in the West scarcely deserve accolades
for either dedication or prowess. It is true, of course, that sometimes even incompetents
can get lucky, but such instances, however tragic, are rare. For the most part, terrorists in
the United States are a confused, inadequate, incompetent, blundering, and gullible bunch,
only occasionally able to get their act together. Most seem to be far better at frenetic and
often self-deluded scheming than at actual execution. A summary assessment by RAND’s
Brian Jenkins is apt: “their numbers remain small, their determination limp, and their
competence poor.”15 And much the same holds for Europe and the rest of the developed
world.16 Also working against terrorist success in the West is the fact that almost all are
amateurs: they have never before tried to do something like this. Unlike criminals they
have not been able to develop street smarts.
Except perhaps for the use of vehicles to deliver mayhem (though this idea is by no
means new in the history of terrorism), there has been remarkably little innovation in
terrorist weaponry or methodology since 9/11.17 Like their predecessors, they have continued to rely on bombs (many of which fail to detonate or do much damage) and bullets.18
There is another aspect to this argument. It is held that, whereas the number of bathtub
deaths does not ﬂuctuate much from year to year, terrorism deaths are not very evenly
distributed over time and this quality somehow makes the phenomenon unpredictable
and unstable. It is a “fat-tailed distribution” in which there are many small events and a
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few “outliers that are really important.”19 Thus, we should give up, suggests Bloomberg’s
Justin Fox: “Five or 10 or even 50 years of data isn’t necessarily enough to allow one to
predict with conﬁdence what is going to happen next year.”20
The frequency and destructiveness of terrorism and terrorism cases is indeed anything
but uniform. In 2016 there were some two dozen cases of Islamist terrorism in the United
States and 49 deaths. In 2008 there was only one case and no deaths.21 However, many
natural hazards show the same pattern as terrorism. For example, the frequency and
destructiveness of tornados range widely: the death count can vary by up to twenty-fold
from year to year. Moreover, they are also far more likely than terrorism to kill. However,
the lumpiness doesn’t preclude sensible analysis.
Concern about this unevenness, as bathtub critics Justin Fox and Kenneth Anderson
both note, stems from a book by Nassim Nicholas Taleb that stesses the importance of
extreme events which he calls “Black Swans.” Taleb argues that “almost everything in
social life is produced by rare but consequential shocks and jumps” and “our world is
dominated by the extreme, the unknown, and the extremely improbable.”22 However,
Taleb’s account focuses on those unexpected and emotion-engaging events and phenomena (like 9/11) that became consequential (and therefore Black Swans), while ignoring
ones that failed to do so. It accordingly suﬀers from what is called “selection bias.”
Moreover, insofar as Black Swan events carry an “extreme impact,” this quality derives
not so much from their unexpectedness or from the emotions they initially trigger as from
the reaction or overreaction they generate. These reactions are sometimes as unexpected
as the event itself, and often they do not correlate well with the event’s size or with its
objective historical importance. Moreover, although some unexpected and emotion-engaging events do have considerable consequences, much consequential development in
human history—probably most of it—stems not from such events, but from changes in
thinking and behavior that are decidedly gradual and often little noticed as they occur.23

Terrorism is low because of the eﬀectiveness of counterterrorism measures
It is possible to argue that the damage inﬂicted by terrorists since 9/11 outside of war
zones is low because “defensive measures are working,” as the journalist Peter Bergen has
suggested.24 At the extreme are the repeated assertions of former Vice President Dick
Cheney that security measures put into place after 9/11 have saved thousands of lives, a
ﬁgure he had escalated by 2009 to “perhaps hundreds of thousands of lives.”25
In this argument, the bathtub comparison fails: the terrorism death toll, to which it is
compared, is low only because terrorism has very eﬀectively been reduced by countermeasures designed to do exactly that.
There have been few eﬀorts to refute or even examine such extravagant and evidence-free
claims—for the most part, they are simply allowed to lie there.26 But even applying a high
estimate for the value of human life and a low one for US counterterrorism expenditures,
the expenditures would have had to save 11,797 lives per year to begin to be justiﬁed.27 Or
they would have had to avert more than one 9/11 attack every other year.28
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Disclosed plots
To begin to assess, and parse, this argument, one can look at the 124 plots by Islamist
extremists, many of them inspired by al-Qaeda or ISIS, seeking to commit terrorism in the
United States since 9/11 through 2017.29 Of these, 27 have been carried out in some form
or other. Terrorists managed to kill people in ten of these, resulting in the average of six
deaths per year as noted above.30
The remaining 97 plots were rolled up by authorities. For the most part, the capacities
of the people involved in these plots are singularly unimpressive, however. When those
cases are examined, the vast majority of the oﬀenders (though perhaps not quite all) turn
out to have been naive, amateurish, and gullible. Their schemes, especially when unaided
by facilitating FBI inﬁltrators, have been incoherent and inept, their capacity to accumulate weaponry rudimentary, and their organizational skills close to non-existent.
Left on their own, it is certainly possible that a few of the plotters in the 97 foiled plots
would have been able to get their act together and actually do something. But it seems
unlikely that the total damage would increase by anywhere near enough to suggest that
terrorism presents a substantial threat, much less the one imagined by Cheney: the yearly
death toll might be pushed up to 12 or perhaps even 18.

Undisclosed plots
It is frequently argued by oﬃcials that many terrorist plots have been thwarted in addition
to the ones that have entered the public record but that information about these cases
cannot be disclosed for various reasons.
In working on an extensive report about how US intelligence eﬀorts (and budgets) were
massively increased after 9/11, the Washington Post’s Dana Priest says that she frequently
heard this claim. In response, she says she “asked them to share with us anything they could,
plots that were foiled that we could put in the paper because we didn’t have many examples.
We said, give us things, just in generalities.” But “we didn’t receive anything back.”31
Terrorism specialist Marc Sageman has had the relevant background (and clearances)
to comment authoritatively on the matter: “As a member of the Intelligence Community,
who kept abreast of all the plots in the US,” he says, “I have not seen any signiﬁcant
terrorist plots that have been disrupted and not disclosed. On the contrary, the government goes out of its way to take credit for non-plots, such as their sting operations.”32
Glenn Carle, who was Deputy National Intelligence Oﬃcer for Transnational Threats at
the CIA for several years before his retirement in 2008 after 23 years of service, is more
terse. He characterizes the claim that there are a great many thwarted terrorist plots that
have gone undisclosed in three (or six) words: “Bullshit. Bullshit. Bullshit.”33

Disclosed minor plots
In addition to those prosecuted on terrorism charges, authorities have apprehended a
considerable number, perhaps hundreds, of loud-mouthed aspirational terrorists within
the United States, and, lacking enough evidence to convict them on terrorism charges, the
authorities have levied lesser ones to jail or to deport them.
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For the most part, these plots or aspirations are even less likely to lead to notable violence
than the ones that have resulted in terrorism trials. Further, the bulk of people who are jailed
on terrorism-associated prosecutions serve short terms and, accordingly, are soon set free to
commit terrorism if they want to do so. Yet, none have attempted to do so.

Deterrence
Nor is it likely that much terrorism has been deterred by security measures.
Extensive and costly security measures have undoubtedly taken some targets oﬀ the list
for just about all terrorists. In particular, since most of them have been impelled toward
terrorism by hostility to American military policy in the Middle East, many of them have
sought out military targets.34 Although some have contemplated attacking individual
soldiers in the street or military recruitment centers in shopping malls—or have actually
done so—few have considered attacking military bases themselves. That is, they have likely
been deterred from attacking their preferred target. The same can be said for another
target: aviation.35
However, while deterred from attacking some targets, no dedicated would-be terrorist
should have much diﬃculty ﬁnding other ones if the goal is to kill people or destroy
property to make a statement—the world is ﬁlled with such targets. Shooting up a mall, or
derailing a train, or setting a building or forest on ﬁre, or detonating a homemade bomb
in a crowd can garner great attention and can have substantial consequence—as has been
seen with the Boston Marathon bombings of 2013, with the shootings in Paris in 2015, or
with the destruction in Manchester, England, in 2017.
Thus, the fact that there has been so little Islamist terrorism in the United States and
the West can’t be because would-be terrorists have been deterred by security measures.
And much the same can be said for the related argument maintaining that we have
much to fear because we only catch the dummies, while all the smart ones get away to wait
for the right opportunity to commit terrorist mayhem. But if that is so, why don’t they
eventually actually do something? If they are so smart, they surely know that the longer
they wait, the more likely they are to be detected.36
There may also be something of a grand or ultimate deterrent at work, but it has little
to do with security measures. Although one shouldn’t give most terrorists all that much
credit for careful and especially for long-term thinking, that terrorism is such a rare
phenomenon in the developed world may derive at least in part from the fact that
terrorism simply doesn’t recommend itself as a course of practical political action because
of the futility and fundamental absurdity of the enterprise. In general, in fact, it tends to be
counterproductive.37 Maybe at least a few terrorists have ﬁgured that out and have given
up early.
That there is so little terrorism, then, is not because of the eﬃcacy of security measures
or because it is so diﬃcult to pull oﬀ—lucrative targets are ubiquitous and headlinegrabbing mayhem is easy to commit. To a considerable degree, terrorism is rare because
terrorists, unlike bathtubs, don’t exist. As Bruce Schneier puts it bluntly, “there isn’t much
of a threat of terrorism to defend against.”38
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Terrorism damagingly aﬀects behavior and increases fear and anxiety
It is certainly true that, unlike bathtub drownings, acts of terrorism create widespread fear
and anxiety. As Fox puts it, “terrorism is designed to, you know, sow terror.”39 However,
the degree to which fears about terrorism outside war zones have actually exacted
behavioral costs—changed behavior signiﬁcantly or undermined society—needs to be
more fully assessed and seems to have been exaggerated.
In addition, it should be pointed out that the comparison of terrorism with bathtub
deaths is only a ﬁrst cut. A fuller analysis requires a full cost-beneﬁt assessment of
terrorism that includes the costs not only of the lives lost and of the direct damage
inﬂicted by the hazard, but longer term eﬀects of the fear factor including a consideration
of the degree to which the hazard, unlike bathtub drownings, is random, intentional,
vicious, graphic, substantially unpredictable, fails to generate compensating beneﬁts, and
is visited upon victims who did not in any sense volunteer for the risk. This fuller analysis
is conducted at the end of this section. It concludes that, even assuming that terrorism
exacts huge behavioral costs, counterterrorism measures fail to be cost-eﬀective: they do
not reduce the risk enough to justify their cost.

The consequences of the fear of terrorism
Both public opinion poll data and behavioral data can be used to assess the degree to
which terrorism fears generate longer term consequences.
Poll data
Considerable numbers of Americans claim in polls that terrorism has aﬀected their lives and
behavior. Since 2002, around a quarter of them have maintained that it has permanently
changed the way they live (Figure 1). Many in polls say they feel themselves to be less safe
from terrorism than before 9/11 (Figure 2), and a considerable minority continues to say
that, as a result of terrorism, they are “less willing” to ﬂy on airplanes, go into skyscrapers,
travel overseas, or attend events where there are thousands of people (Figure 3). These
percentages have not changed much in the decade and a half after 2001.40
However, poll data strongly challenge the notion that “terrorism disrupts one’s sense of
being safe within one’s own community.”41
As it happens, 9/11 did not cause Americans to fear for their personal safety more
generally. The satisfaction level on that score was remarkably high before 9/11—88
percent said they were very or somewhat satisﬁed with their “safety from physical harm
or violence”—and it actually rose a bit after the attacks and has remained high ever since
(Figure 4). Presumably, absent a speciﬁc reference to terrorism on this question, respondents mostly thought about crime. But the results certainly do not suggest that 9/11 and
the terrorism fears it spawned have undermined Americans’ general sense of safety.
Nor did 9/11 change the degree to which Americans have judged “the overall quality of
life” to be satisfactory. This did decline in later years, but that was in response, presumably, to the economic recession that began in 2008. Evaluations of the overall quality of life
rose again when the recession waned (Figure 5).42
These data suggest that the traumatic attacks of 9/11 did not really substantially
undermine trust and openness, reduce the sense of intrinsic moral worth, increase a
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Figure 1. Permanently changed life due to 9/11.
As a result of the September 11th terrorist attacks, do you think Americans have permanently changed
the way they live, or not? have you permanently changed the way you live, or not? Gallup/CNN/USA
Today
OK City: Terrorist bombing in Oklahoma City, April 19, 1995
9/11: Terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001
Iraq: Beginning of the Iraq War, March 20, 2003
Saddam: Capture of Saddam Hussein, December 13, 2003
Madrid: Terrorist bombings in Madrid, March 11, 2004
London: Terrorist bombings in London, July 7, 2005
Underwear: Underwear bomber, December 25, 2009
OBL: Killing of Osama bin Laden, May 2, 2011
Boston: Terrorist bombings at Boston Marathon, April 15, 2013
ISIS: First beheading of an Americans by ISIS, August 19, 2014
Paris I: Charlie Hebdo shootings, January 15, 2015
Paris II: Multiple shootings, November 13, 2015, followed by the San Bernardino shootings 20 days later

sense of helplessness, or aﬀect “basal security”—deﬁned as the “unarticulated aﬀective
sense of safety and trust though which one (sometimes unconsciously) judges and assesses
risks.”43 Nor does terrorism seem to be a “threat to institutions that undergird a society’s
common social life,” as Anderson puts it.44 If anything, the attacks brought Americans
(and their highly sympathetic Western allies) closer together, although this may have been
accompanied by something of a wariness about Muslims.
It is also worth noting that, although Americans may profess to worry about terrorism and
feel no safer from it than they did before 9/11, terrorism has dropped considerably in the degree
to which it registers on questions about the most important problem facing the country today.
As Figure 6 indicates, there were some upward spikes in concern at the time of oﬃcial warnings
in the run-up to the 2004 election about an imminent attack, and at the time of the terrorist
attacks in London in 2005, the attempted attack by the underwear bomber in 2009, and the
threat of ISIS in the last few years.45 However, the percentage of Americans who counted
terrorism as the country’s “most important problem” has not registered above 20 percent since
2002. Other concerns—the wars in the Middle East and, more recently, the economy—have
dominated the responses to this question.46
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Figure 2. Country less safe than before 9/11.
A: Compared to before September 11, 2001, do you think the country today is safer from terrorism or
less safe from terrorism? ABC/Washington Post
B: Do you think the United States is safer or less safe today than before 9/11? Fox/Opinion Dynamics

Behavioral data
The impact of terrorism in the U.S. on actual behavior, as opposed to opinion as registered
in some polls, seems to have been fairly minor.47 The 9/11 tragedy did, of course, have a
notable eﬀect on the economy and on the stock market, on tourism, and especially on air
travel, and full recovery took more than three years—during which time hundreds were
killed because they drove to their destinations to avoid ﬂying.48 Meanwhile, however,
property values in the targeted cities of New York and Washington continued upward.49
Eventually, like other cities, they declined, but this was caused by the 2008 recession, not
by fears of terrorism.
And, despite what Americans say in polls about being “less willing” to go out in crowds
or travel, there seems a fair bit of evidence that they are still doing it. Motion picture
attendance rose from 1.42 billion in 2000, to 1.54 billion in 2001, to 1.64 billion in 2002.
Leisure travel—overnight leisure trips within the United States—rose from 337.1 million
in 2000, to 349.1 million in 2001, to 354.0 million in 2002.50 Attendance at New York
Giants and Jets home games was higher in 2001 than in 2000 and even higher in 2002.51
College football attendance increased each year from 2000 to 2003.52
It should also be kept in mind that the terrorist attacks of 9/11 were a very considerable aberration: as noted earlier, scarcely any terrorist attack before or after, even in war
zones where terrorists have the time and space to plan and assemble, has visited even
one-tenth as much total destruction. And, if 9/11 was extreme in its destructiveness, so,
presumably, was its impact on fears and apprehensions. In contrast, the eﬀect of other
terrorist events on behavior in the United States does not seem to be very considerable.
This is true even for the worst of these, the killing of 49 at a nightclub in Orlando,
Florida, in June 2016. Hotel occupancy rates in that city for the ﬁrst quarter of 2017 were
one percent higher than they had been for the same quarter in 2016.53 And, despite the
media frenzy in the aftermath of an attempted airliner attack by the underwear bomber
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Figure 3. Less willing to travel overseas, attend events, ﬂy, go into skyscrapers.
As a result of the events that occurred on September 11th [2017: As a result of the events relating to terrorism
in recent years], would you say that now you are less willing to ﬂy on airplanes, go into skyscrapers, attend
events where there are thousands of people, travel overseas–or not? (order randomized) Gallup

at the end of 2009, international travel to the U.S. increased by 8 percent in 2010, and
airline ticket sales for U.S. international and domestic ﬂights increased by 19 percent for
the same period.54
The pattern seems quite general. There was a notable drop in tourism to London
after the 2005 terrorist bombings there that killed 52 on public transit, but this did not
last long, and at the same time tourism to the rest of the United Kingdom actually rose
a bit.55 A bombing in Manchester in May 2017 that killed 23 was by far the most
costly terrorist attack in the United Kingdom since 2005. There was considerable local
business disruption, and the arena in which the bombing took place was closed for
four months and concerts there were cancelled. The Greater Manchester Chamber of
Commerce reported an “immediate dip” in tourism and hotel bookings following the
attack, but by the end of the year levels of tourism, visitors, and conferences were as
“high as ever,” according to its head of research and policy.56
More generally, an extensive review of international terrorism losses by Todd Sandler
and Walter Enders concludes that “for most economies, the economic consequences of
terrorism are generally very modest and of a short-term nature” and “large diversiﬁed
economies are able to withstand terrorism and do not display adverse macroeconomic
inﬂuences.” Moreover, most eﬀects are localized.57 And for decades, studies of disasters
have concluded panic to be rare and resilience to be high.

Cost-beneﬁt analysis
Although the bathtub comparison does provide a degree of context, a full assessment, as
the critics suggest, must include not only the direct costs, such as property damage and
loss of life, but also the indirect ones such as those associated with reduced travel, the
eﬀects of economic uncertainty, and social and psychological stress. The critics argue that
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Figure 4. Satisfaction with personal safety from physical harm.
A. Please tell me whether you are generally satisﬁed or dissatisﬁed with each of the following. How
about. . .your safety from physical harm or violence?
B. I’d like to ask you about some aspects of your life. Are you satisﬁed or dissatisﬁed with the following
aspects of your life?) How about. . . your safety from physical harm or violence?
C. We’d like to know how satisﬁed are you with each of the following aspects of your life–very satisﬁed,
somewhat satisﬁed, somewhat dissatisﬁed, or very dissatisﬁed? How satisﬁed are you with. . . your
safety from physical harm or violence? Gallup

such indirect costs are not necessarily substantial for bathtub drownings, while they can be
quite considerable for terrorism.
Table 2 provides a set of estimates of the total costs, direct and indirect, for a series of
terrorist events, comparing them with those entailed in bathtub drownings. An assessment
done for the Department of Homeland Security sets the value of a human life $7.5 million
in current US dollars—as do many other analyses—and it then suggests that this might be
doubled for deaths caused by terrorism on the grounds that the risks are “more involuntary, uncontrollable, and dread” than those associated with “more familiar risks.”58
However, the estimates in Table 2 are far higher than that. Indeed, the cost of the loss
of life for many of the terrorist events is less than 10 percent of the total cost, so there is a
large multiplier eﬀect for indirect and social losses: these far exceed the costs of the human
life lost in many cases. This, even though much of the discussion in the previous section
about the actual behavioral eﬀects strongly suggests that many of the estimates should be
considerably lower.
These estimates can be used to provide a cost-beneﬁt analysis in which the full costs of
terrorism are balanced against those entailed in countering the threat. We ﬁnd that, even
including very high estimates of the costs of the fear and anxiety generated by terrorism
and a low one for the costs of overall counterterrorism measures, the measures do not
prove to be cost-eﬀective.
The United States spends about $115 billion per year on domestic counterterrorism.
This is a low estimate as it ignores nearly $50 billion in opportunity costs as well as all of
the costs of overseas military activity designed to deal with terrorism.59 Such spending
would be deemed to be cost-eﬀective only if, using the information in the second row in
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Table 2, it each year deters, disrupts, or protects against 23 attacks like the one in London
in 2005, about two a month. That would be $115 billion (the cost of the security measures)
divided by $5 billion (the cost of the damage inﬂicted in an attack of that size). Or, using
the data in the fourth row, counterterrorism measures would be deemed cost-eﬀective
only if they could be said to have been eﬀective against 230 attacks like the one at the
Boston Marathon in 2013 every year, or one every day or two. That would be $115 billion
divided by $0.5 billion.
The table also includes cost estimates for bathtub drownings. There may be an underappreciation of the indirect costs, especially the emotional ones, of these. Something like
half of these fatalities are of babies and infants who are being bathed when the parent is
momentarily called away—supreme tragedies that surely lead in many cases to a lifetime
of grief and regret. If we posit that each drowning inspires a million dollars in regret on
average, the total costs of bathtub drownings over a year would approach and even surpass
those exacted by many terrorist events.

Unlike terrorism, bathtubs provide beneﬁt
However, there is another related consideration. Whereas a terrorist attack supplies little
or nothing in beneﬁt, bathtubs do provide beneﬁt.60 Depending on how one evaluates the
size of that beneﬁt, diﬀerences could be leavened.
It is certainly true that, as Fox argues, quoting the eminent risk analyst Baruch Fischhoﬀ,
“people tolerate risks where they see beneﬁt.” And, adds Fox, “ladders, stairs, and bathtubs are
undeniably useful. Terrorists not so much.”61 Surely the most spectacular case in point
concerns the private passenger automobile which is the necessary cause of tens of thousands
of deaths per year in the United States (Figure 7). In this case, the risks with their well-known
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Figure 6. Terrorism as the most important problem.
What do you think is the most important problem facing this country today? Gallup
Table 2. Estimated costs of terrorist events ($ millions).
Direct costs

Terrorist event

Number
killed

Cost of
lives
lost

Cost of
property
damage

September 11, 2001

2,975

$25,000 $30,000

Total
Indirect and
cost
social costs (approx)
$55,000 to
$200,000
$4,500

$250,000 Economic disruption, reduced
airline traﬃc, reduced tourism
$5,000
Lost ticket revenues, reductions
in tourism and retail.
$115
$500
Policing, city shutdown

London, 2005

52

$400

$100

Fort Hood, 2009
Boston Marathon, 2013

13
3

$98
$25

$2
$10

Orlando, 2016
Manchester, 2017

49
23

$370
$175

$5
$25

$15
$100 to
$500
$50
$2,300

Comparison:
Bathtub drowning

1

$7.5

0

$1

$8.5

$3,250

0

$431

$3,681

431 bathtub drownings
(2011)

431

Indirect costs include high
estimates for:

$425
$2,500

Arena closed for 4 months.
Assume losses half of London
2005.
Long-term pain and suﬀering
especially by parents
Long-term pain and suﬀering
especially by parents

All costs are in millions of 2017 US dollars, and many are rounded up for convenience of presentation.

costs have presumably been accepted, or tolerated, because the beneﬁts are taken to exceed the
horriﬁc cost. We have eﬀectively concluded, for example, that 40,000 lives and some two
million disabling injuries per year (plus pollution) is an entirely acceptable price to pay for the
blessings of the automobile—the pleasure, the convenience, the personal mobility, the economic beneﬁt, the aesthetic charm, the macho gratiﬁcation.62
It is, as it happens, quite possible to move people without killing them. Large commercial
airlines have gone entire years without fatalities; passengers killed on railroads in a year can
often be numbered on the ﬁngers of one hand; the New York City subway system, regularly
maligned for ﬁlth, ineﬃciency, noise, and other indignities, moves millions of people every
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day and sometimes goes decades without a fatality caused by subway system defects or
misjudgments. Despite this, a policy to phase out the private passenger automobile in favor
of safer modes of transportation, or a relatively modest policy of reducing the speed limit for
private passenger cars (but not for buses, taxis, vans, jitneys, and other devices driven by
professionals) to, say, 13 miles per hour would be animatedly rejected out of hand even though
such policies would hugely reduce the highway slaughter.63 Thus, people are willing to bear
horrendous costs if a hazard provides suﬃcient beneﬁt.
However, when the fatality rate for a hazard is low enough, there is a tendency to do
little about it regardless of whether it provides a substantial beneﬁt or not: the risk,
regardless of any beneﬁt, is deemed to be acceptable. There is no ﬁxed pattern, but this
point is roughly reached when the annual risk is as low as something like one in a million
or, for the United States with a population of 330 million, when 300 or 400 or fewer
people die per year from the hazard.64
The process can be seen in the case of bathtubs which provide beneﬁt, of course, while
killing some 400 people a year and, as noted, creating considerable anguish. Yet, there has
been very little eﬀort to reduce that death toll: parents are not routinely warned about
being especially careful when they bathe babies and small children, and grab bars to
reduce the eﬀects of bathtub falls are not systematically required.
The same holds for low frequency hazards that, like terrorism but unlike bathtubs, do
not provide beneﬁt. Diseases are like terrrorism in that they do not provide a beneﬁt. Yet,
all other things equal, grant applications to research diseases that kill six people a year are
likely to go unfunded—there is a strong tendency to expend limited funds on diseases that
kill far more. And, beyond the installation of lightning rods in areas where thunder storms
are severe, little has been done to reduce the incidence of deaths from lightning—a hazard
that, like disease and terrorism, delivers little or no beneﬁt.65

Terrorism fears force costly policies of overreaction
Two former counterterrorism oﬃcials from the Obama administration, Jennie Easterly
and Joshua Geltzer, argue that
So long as human nature yields a reaction to terrorism that shakes domestic politics, redirects
foreign policy, and upends regional stability, terrorism demands our attention. Of course, so
does the quite explicit expectation of the American public that its government protect it from
this form of deliberately targeted, violent death in particular—whereas the American public
has expressed no such concern about the accidental perils of the bathtub.66

The writers are certainly correct when they note that there is far more demand from the
public to deal with terrorism than to deal with bathtub drownings and that in a democracy, in particular, oﬃcials must yield (or appear to yield) to the demand: attention must
be paid. The suggestion is that there are distinct political consequences of the public fears,
and that this must be serviced by overreaction and by instituting excessively costly
countermeasures. That is, the argument runs, the only way to reduce the fear and
consequently the political pressure is to reduce the incidence and/or the virulence of
terrorism.
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Figure 7. Automobile deaths, US.

But does the demand actually require speciﬁc foreign and domestic policies that are
excessive to the danger presented by the threat? And are the jobs of responsible oﬃcials
truly in jeopardy if the people are, or believe themselves to be, insuﬃciently protected?
This section assesses such questions, and it also includes a discussion of risk communication. Can oﬃcials and others communicate the terrorism risk in a manner that
reduces fear—or at least puts it on a more rational level? And do present approaches
irresponsibly exaggerate the dangers of the hazard and exacerbate the fear of it?

Foreign policy
The fearful response to 9/11 may have made the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq politically
possible, but it did not require them.
In the case of Afghanistan, the public might well have accepted a milder reaction. A
policy that could probably have been sold to the public after 9/11 might have emphasized
coordinating with other countries to put pressure on the Afghan regime, the Taliban—
which had had nothing to do with 9/11.67 Almost all countries in the world were very
eager to cooperate after the 9/11 shock, and this included two of the very few that had
supported the Taliban previously: Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. In fact, the Saudis had been
trying for years to get Saudi renegade Osama bin Laden extradited, and they appear to
have come close to success in 1998.68
The insecure regime in Afghanistan might have been susceptible to such international
pressure, perhaps even to the point of turning Osama bin Laden and his top associates
over to international justice, which is more than the invasion accomplished—indeed, at
the end, the Taliban oﬀered to turn him over to any country other than the United States
without seeing evidence of guilt, but that was not good enough for President George W.
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Bush, who eschewed any “negotiations” whatever.69 To the degree that this didn’t work,
the United States could have applied policing, intelligence, selective bombing, and commando raids to go after al-Qaeda and its leadership rather than outright invasion.
That such lesser measures might have been politically possible is suggested by the
derisive assertion of a member of the Bush administration in 2004 that a Clinton-like
administration, even under the impetus of 9/11, might have refrained from “any form of
decisive operations involving ground troops in areas of high risk” including Afghanistan.70
And, whatever the resonance of 9/11, there was no political imperative to launch a
costly ground war against Iraq. Support for a war against Iraq escalated notably after 9/11,
but it dwindled again during the next several months to about where it had stood before
the attack. The George W. Bush administration then launched a concentrated campaign to
boost support for going to war, encouraged perhaps by the fact that polls found around
half of the population professing to believe Saddam had been personally involved in the
attacks.71 But, despite strenuous eﬀorts, it was unable notably to increase support for
doing so: from September 2002 to the launching of war in March 2003, attitudes did not
change notably (Figure 8).72
Bush did manage to get his war, of course. But this was because, as president, he was
able to order troops into action, not because of his ability to move the public to his point
of view. But in this case it was presidential policy that “redirects foreign policy, and
upends regional stability,” as Easterly and Geltzer put it, not the public’s inchoate fears
and anxieties about terrorism.
Although 9/11 is an extreme case, history clearly demonstrates that overreaction to
major international terrorist acts against Americans is not necessarily politically required.
Consider, for example, the two instances of terrorism that killed the most Americans
before September 2001. Ronald Reagan’s response to the ﬁrst of these, the 1983 suicide
bombing in Lebanon that resulted in the deaths of 241 American marines, was to make a
few speeches and eventually to pull the troops out. The venture seems to have had no
negative impact on his reelection a few months later. The other was the December 1988
bombing of a Pan Am airliner over Lockerbie, Scotland, in which 187 Americans perished.
The oﬃcial response, beyond seeking compensation for the victims, was simply to apply
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Figure 8. Use of troops to remove Saddam Hussein.
Would you favor or oppose invading Iraq with U.S. ground troops in an attempt to remove Saddam
Hussein from power? –Gallup
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meticulous police work in an eﬀort to tag the culprits, a process that bore fruit only three
years later and then only because of an unlikely bit of luck.73 But that cautious response
proved to be entirely acceptable politically.
This is suggested as well by the experience with terrorism within the United States.
George W. Bush’s response to the anthrax attacks of 2001 was essentially the same as
Clinton’s had been to the terrorist attacks against the World Trade Center in 1993 and in
Oklahoma City in 1995, and the same as the one applied in Spain when terrorists bombed
trains there in 2004, or in Britain after attacks in 2005, or in France after the Paris killings
of 2015: the dedicated application of police work to try to apprehend the perpetrators.

Domestic policy
Former National Security Agency director Michael Hayden recalls a dictum he issued two
days after 9/11: “We were going to keep America free by making Americans feel safe.”74
However, as noted earlier, polls routinely ﬁnd that over the years since 2001, when
expenditures on domestic homeland security increased by well over $1 trillion, many
Americans have continued to say they do not feel safer from terrorism than they did
before 9/11 (Figure 2). This, even though there has been little terrorism in the US, even
though Osama bin Laden has been expunged, and even though there has been nothing
remotely comparable to 9/11 anywhere in the world.75 Thus, if terrorism fear “shakes
domestic politics” and therefore causes oﬃcials to feel they must expend vast sums to
mollify and reassure a terriﬁed public, their eﬀorts have utterly failed.
Moreover, political pressures do not precisely dictate the level or direction of expenditure. Although there may be public demands to “do something” about terrorism,
nothing in those demands speciﬁcally requires American oﬃcials to mandate removing
shoes in airport security lines, to require passports to enter Canada, to spread bollards like
dandelions, to gather vast quantities of private data, or to make a huge number of
buildings into forbidding fortresses.76
Therefore, policy-makers are, in an important sense, free to be rational: to adopt
measures that most eﬃciently enhance public safety using standard risk-analytic and
cost-beneﬁt procedures. For the most part, however, they have not done so. After
nearly two years of investigation, a committee of the National Research Council of the
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine reported in 2010 that it
was unable to ﬁnd any “risk analysis capabilities and methods” that were adequate to
support decision making by the Department of Homeland Security, observing that
“little eﬀective attention was paid to the features of the risk problem that are
fundamental.”77 And in 2017, the Government Accountability Oﬃce faulted the
Transportation Security Administration for failing to set up a coherent system to
analyze and compare the cost and eﬀectiveness of its various counterterrorism measures—many of them quite expensive.78 True to form, one former administrator of the
Transportation Security Administration, speaking on the condition of anonymity in
order to be able to speak candidly, told the Washington Post in 2017, “[A]ll of this is
about risk. This is about security, so the more security elements we have in place, the
more secure the traveling public in railroad stations and airports are going to be.”79
That is, what this top oﬃcial considered important was to keep throwing “security
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elements” at the problem without bothering to investigate a key, even elemental,
question: does the added element improve security enough to justify its cost?
Job security
Politicians and bureaucrats think they have an incentive to pass along vague and
unconﬁrmed threats to protect themselves from later criticism—and possibly jobjeopardy—should another attack take place. As Michael Sheehan, New York City’s
former deputy director for counterterrorism, puts it, “No terrorism expert or government leader wants to appear soft on terrorism. It’s always safer to predict the worst; if
nothing happens, the exaggerators are rarely held accountable for their nightmare
scenarios.”80 And two former members of the Obama administration contend that
“any administration on whose watch an attack were to occur would immediately face
relentless political recrimination.”81
It might be unkindly suggested, for starters, that, if oﬃcials in charge of providing for
public safety are incapable of carrying out their jobs in a manner that provides the most
safety for the money expended, they should frankly admit that they are being irresponsible
—that they consider retaining their position to be more important than providing for
public safety—or they should refuse to take the job in the ﬁrst place. People who join the
army or become ﬁreﬁghters accept the possibility that at some point they may be put in a
position in which they are shot at or are required to enter a burning building. People who
become decisionmakers should in equal measure acknowledge that to carry out their job
properly and responsibly, they may be required on occasion to make some diﬃcult, even
career-threatening decisions.82
However, it seems likely that politicians and bureaucrats are overly fearful about the
consequences of reacting moderately to terrorism. That is, their worries about job security,
budget preservation, and political consequence are exaggerated. For example, in 2007 New
York Mayor Michael Bloomberg compared death from terrorism to death from lightning
and urged people to “get a life.”83 This unconventional outburst did not have negative
consequences for him: although he had some diﬃculties in his reelection two years later,
his blunt, and essentially accurate, comments about terrorism were not the cause. The
same can be said for President Barack Obama, who was so daring as to say that the US can
“absorb” terrorist attacks and that such episodes do not present an “existential risk” to the
country.84
More generally, it should be asked which oﬃcials have been damaged by terrorist
attacks, and when? Certainly not George W. Bush—when 9/11 occurred on his watch, his
job approval ratings went sky high and then declined only quite slowly thereafter.85
Oﬃcials in the United States seem to have survived large attacks like the ones on Fort
Hood in 2009, San Bernardino in 2015, and Orlando in 2016, as have those abroad after
attacks in London, Paris, Brussels, Barcelona, and Berlin. Who has been sacked?
Communicating the risk
Cass Sunstein focuses on what he calls “probability neglect” and relates it directly to the
experience with terrorism. “When their emotions are intensely engaged,” he ﬁnds, “people’s attention is focused on the bad outcome itself, and they are inattentive to the fact that
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it is unlikely to occur.” Under such conditions, he argues, “attempts to reduce fear by
emphasizing the low likelihood of another terrorist attack,” including comparing terrorism deaths with bathtub drownings, are “unlikely to be successful.” Concern about safety
can rise when people discuss a low-probability risk, even when what they mostly hear are
apparently trustworthy assurances that the danger is inﬁnitesimal.86 Risk, then, tends to be
more nearly socially constructed than objectively calculated.87 For emotion-laden hazards
like terrorism, continues Sunstein, the best response may be to “alter the public’s focus.”
That is, “perhaps the most eﬀective way of reducing fear of a low-probability risk is simply
to discuss something else and to let time do the rest”—a policy generally adopted by the
nuclear power industry.88
For all the gloomy diﬃculties, however, there ought at least to be an eﬀort to try to
communicate the risk terrorism presents in a responsible manner. That is, risk assessment
and communication should be part of the policy discussion over terrorism, something that
is a far smaller danger than is popularly portrayed, or imagined.89
It is true that few voters spend much time following the ins and outs of policy issues,
and even fewer are certiﬁable policy wonks. But they are grownups, and it is just possible
that at least some of them would respond reasonably to an adult conversation about
terrorism. Indeed, the recent popularity of the “bathtub fallacy” discussion might be taken
to suggest that more people are beginning to think in such terms.
At a minimum, eﬀorts should be made to reduce the glory from terrorism by treating
terrorists more like common criminals—although this would mean, as Sageman points
out, putting a stop to press conferences in which oﬃcials “hold self-congratulatory
celebrations of their newest victories in the ‘war on terror.’” He stresses that to allow
oﬃcials to “exploit the issue of terrorism for political gain is counterproductive.”90 The
persistent exaggeration of the mental and physical capacities of terrorists has the perverse
eﬀect of glorifying the terrorist enterprise in the minds of many of its practitioners. The
constant unnuanced stoking of fear by politicians, bureaucrats, experts, and the media,
however well received by the public, is on balance costly, enervating, and unjustiﬁed by
the facts.
But perhaps there is a considerable amount of (self-interested) method in the madness.
As bathtub fallacy critic Kenneth Anderson puts it, “what government security measures,
or ecosystem of security measures, could survive scrutiny if it were accepted, and taken as
the central comparative fact, that the [yearly] chances of an individual U.S. person dying
from terrorism in the years 1970–2013 was a mere 1 in 4 million?”91
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